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2014 Trips
The Tours & Expedition dates listed below are not finalised yet but at the moment it is the

closest we can come to confirmed dates. (If there are further changes they should be minor, a

day or so either way sort of thing.) We apologise for this delay but we are waiting for overseas

commitments to confirm. As soon as we can “set things in stone” we shall do so.

Please contact us if you have any questions or thoughts.

Tour - Great Victoria Explorer – May - 18 days
This tour will investigate features in the south west of the Great Victoria Desert following

the various mineral exploration & sandalwood tracks between the Connie Sue Highway and the

Goldfields visiting features from the explorers in years gone by as well as other sites not

normally seen. This trip will include some small sections of off-track work so be prepared for

some adventure & history rolled into one slow paced enlightening ramble.

 11th May 2014 – Kalgoorlie W.A.

 28th May 2014 – Laverton W.A.

 $3060 per tag-a-long vehicle ($170/day)

 1800 kms approx’ @ 106 kms per day

 Queen Victoria Spring, Lake Minigwal, Plumridge Lakes, Lake Rason & Anne Beadell Hwy

 Diesel, Unleaded vehicles & Camper Trailers welcome

(trailers will need some management due to small off-track sections)

Expedition – Forrest, Carnegie, Hill & Hann – June - 25 Days
Another in the series of off-track trips to investigate & explore country and features that

are little known or forgotten these days, this time the north-west Great Victoria Desert will be

the focus. Features from explorers such as the Forrest Bothers in 1874, Carnegie in 1896, the

Elder Expedition in 1892 and Frank Hann from 1908 will be investigated & explored.

 8th June 2014 - Carnegie Station W.A.

 2nd July 2014 – Laverton W.A.

 $4375 per tag-a-long vehicle ($175/day)

 1270 kms approx’ @ 53 kms per day

 Diesel vehicles only – no camper trailers

 Special preparation required

 Compulsory tyre & rim requirements

 Some desert travel experience an advantage
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Tour - Desert Oaks, Red Sand & Ranges – August - 14 days
A short trip focused on the hidden areas west of the Stuart Highway. Sprawling across

three states away from the tourists destinations are a number of enormous ranges & ridges that

travel for many miles seemingly without end. The features are the home of a number of

Aboriginal mobs and the haunts of the explorers from previous centuries. A visually stunning area

little seen by outsiders as permissions to enter are difficult to obtain. Join us and have a look at

history.

 17th August 2014 – Kulgera Roadhouse N.T.

 30th August 2014 – Alice Springs N.T.

 $2520 per tag-a-long vehicle ($180/day)

 2100 kms approx’ @ 150 kms per day

 Longest distance between fuel = 605 kms

 Gunbarrel Hwy (APY Lands), Sandy Blight Junction Rd & Gary Junction Road

 Diesel, Unleaded vehicles & Camper Trailers welcome

 No previous desert experience required

Tour - Beadell Tracks Wanderer – September/October - 24 days
Combining both Len Beadell tracks and some of the oil & gas exploration roads this tour will

start along the Anne Beadell Highway and finish on the far western end of the Gunbarrel

Highway. Our wanderer trips are designed to show the best of the western deserts by using

combinations of roads, not just concentrating on a single area. Features & sites from the early

explorers and the local Aboriginals alike will add great significance to this trip and we will be

doing our best to show you far more than is shown on maps from the past & present, a good trip

for those who want to see more than just the roads.

 11th September 2014 - Coober Pedy S.A.

 4th October 2014 - Carnegie Station W.A.

 $4080 per tag-a-long vehicle ($170/day)

 2900 kms approx’ @ 126 kms per day

 Longest distance between fuel = 850 kms

 Anne Beadell Hwy, Connie Sue Hwy, Gunbarrel Hwy, Hunt Oil Road & David Carnegie Road

 Diesel, Unleaded vehicles & Camper Trailers welcome

 No previous desert experience required


